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Warning 

Warning 
 
Liability Limitation 
 
I hereby declare that – before using WINGit kiteboating products – I have read the manual 
completely, including all instructions and warnings that are part of it, and that I fully under-
stand them. 
Furthermore, I declare that I will see to it that – before I permit any other person to use the 
WINGit kiteboating product – this other user [who may take possession of the product perma-
nently or temporarily] has read the manual completely, including all instructions and warnings 
that are part of it, and fully understood them. 

Presumption of Risks 
 
The use of this WINGit kiteboating product and its individual parts includes certain risks of 
bodily injuries or fatal injuries of the user or third persons. 
By using the WINGit kiteboating product I agree to take on and to accept all known and un-
known, likely and unlikely risks of injury. Any risks in connection with the practise of the sport 
can be minimized by paying attention to the warnings in this manual as well as by taking the 
necessary care when practising the sport. Any risks inherent to the sport can be minimized to 
a large extent by complying to the safety instructions in this manual as well as by common 
sense. 

 

Disclaimer of Warranty and Waiver of Claims 
 
By purchasing the WINGit kiteboating product, I agree, within legal provisions, to the follow-
ing: 
 

- To waive any claims whatsoever resulting from the use of the WINGit kiteboating prod-
uct and all its constituent parts which there might now or in the future against WINGit 
Sportartikelvertrieb UG and all other contract partners. 

- To release WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb UG and all other contract partners from any 
claims regarding loss, damage, injuries or financial loss which I, my family and rela-
tives, or any other user or the WINGit kiteboating product may suffer, including liability 
of WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb UG and any other contract partner, from  production and 
processing of WINGit kiteboating product and all its components. 

- In case of death or incapacitation all the above mentioned provisions shall come into 
force and shall be binding to my heirs, family and relatives, executors, property admin-
istrators, legal successors and legal representatives. WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb UG 
and all other contract partners have never issued – in spoken or written form – any 
other statements and expressly deny such an act, with the exception of those included 
in this statement and in the WINGit kiteboating product manual. 
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Safety Instructions 

Safety Instructions 
 

While kiteboating, unexpectedly high forces may naturally occur at any time. 
 
- Seek professional instruction while learning how to kiteboat. 
- Take extreme care when using this product. 
- Use this product only when you are in good physical and psychical shape. 
- For safety reasons, WINGit kiteboating products shall only be used on and above water. 
- When using this product, you are responsible for your own safety as well as for the 

safety of others. 
- Before using WINGit kiteboating products, the supplier of your boat should be consulted 

as to the strength of the fixture points to be used on the boat. 
- Always use a kite size in relation to your experience and the current winds. 
- Keep in mind that sudden gusts of wind may be highly dangerous. A probably given 

wind range refers to experienced kiters and is not binding. 
- Never go kiting if there are obstacles on the lee side. 
- Never go kiting under offshore or onshore winds. 
- Keep in mind the risk of injury caused by an uncontrolled take off of the kite from the 

water. 
- Gusts of wind hold the danger of collision with nearby obstacles. 
- If ropes are being used improperly, there is an increased risk of injury for yourself and 

bystanders. 
- Ropes hold a high risk of injury for persons who are caught in them. They may suffer 

from dangerous cuts or burnings. 
- There is a risk to injure bystanders by descending kites. 
- Only use the kiteboat on waters without obstacles. 
- Don’t steer your kite above people or animals. 
- Always take care that there are neither people nor obstacles within a radius of 100 me-

tres. 
- Always wear a kite leash to prevent kite and boat from going on uncontrolled in case of 

your going overboard. 
- Always use the safety rope which prevents the kite from going out of control. 
- When not in use, kites always have to be secured against flying away. A non-secured 

kite may fly away at any time and thus injure people, if not even kill them. 
- In case of a crashed or damaged kite never leave the boat to swim towards the ropes 

or the kite. You will risk your life! 
- Never touch the kite ropes if the kite is brimmed with wind because the ropes may be-

come dangerously sharp. 
- Never use damaged kite ropes. Exchange the immediately. 
- Never use ropes with knots. Knots may weaken the rope by 50%. 
- Never touch the ropes attached to the canopy, unless the kite is fixed to the ground. A 

non-secured kite may suddenly rise and tighten the ropes dangerously. 
- Never wind the ropes around your arms or any other parts of your body. 
- Never endanger bystanders and other sportsmen by your actions or equipment. 
- Before using your equipment, check the function of all safety-relevant parts and 

mechanisms. 
- Always keep all moveable parts free from sand and other soiling which might impair the 

mobility of those parts. 
- Always keep a paddle or any other means of propulsion at hand so that you can save 

yourself or your crew in case of damage. 
- Always observe safety instructions of other, simultaneously used products. Those won’t 

be annulled by the instructions in this manual. 
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WingCommander – Survey 

WingCommander – Survey 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System Components  
 
WingCommander is delivered completely “ready to use”. 
 
A: Flightlines / Powerlines left connecting side red, right 
connecting side black. Tying point is delivered in the form 
of a knot 
B: Steering lines, left connecting side red, right connecting 
side black. Tying point is delivered in the form of an eye. 
C: virtual 5th line as safety line 
D: Length regulation of steering lines 
E: Length regulation of flightlines 
F: MOB-Leash 
G: Depower-Adjuster 
H: BPS Shift-Line 
I: BPS line 
J: Trimming knot BPS line 
K: Separate hooking line for safety line 
L: Handle Bar 
M: WingCommander Tech-Unit 
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Kite-Compatibility 

Kite-Compatibility 
Compatibility Check 
Before using a kite of another trademark, it has to be checked for its compatibility. To do so 
check the length of the lines of the kite’s original bar. 
 
 
 

 
 
If Front- and Backlines are of the same length your kite is directly compatible with WingCom-
mander.  
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Adjusting the kite 

Adjusting the kite 
 
Should there be differences in the length, they should be adjusted using the WINGit kite line 
extension set.  This alteration is very easy and takes only a minute. If you want to use your 
kite with the original bar again, you only need to take off the extension. The extension set is 
available at your local supplier or at www.kite-boat-systems.com. 

Safety Function 
To guarantee maximum safety during operation of WingCommander, the compatibility of the 
kite’s safety systems is also to be checked. 
 
Three safety systems can be used together with WingCommander: 

Safety by virtual 5th line (modern 4-line-
system with shortened 5th safetyline) 
 

WingCommander is directly compatible 
 

Safety by 5th line WingCommander is compatible with 
an optional 5th line 

Safety by a flying line WingCommander compatible after re-
tying the virtual safety line (C1) 

 
 

Alteration: Safety by a frontline 
 

- Open sling of the virtual 5th line (C1) at the snap hook and take it off 
- Take off adjuster ball 
- Open sling of the virtual 5th line (C1) at the V-line-ring and take it off 
- Connect virtual 5th line to Ohh-Shit-Handle 
- Connect adjuster ball 
- Connect snap hook 

 

!!! Important: DO NOT lead virtual 5th line through Guide 
Ring Virtual Safety C2!!! 
 

Alteration: 5th line option 
 
A detailed instruction for altering WingCommander to 5th line safety comes with the original 5th 
line or is available for download at www.kite-boat-systems.com. 
 
Sollte es Unterschiede in den Längen geben, musst du diese mit dem Wingit Kite-Line-
Extension-Set ausgleichen. Dieser Umbau ist sehr einfach und dauert nur eine Minute. Wenn 
du deinen Kite wieder mit der Original-Bar verwenden willst, brauchst du die Extensions ein-
fach nur wieder abnehmen. Du bekommst das Extension-Set bei deinem Händler oder unter 
www.kite-boat-systems.com. 
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Re-Adjusting Lines 
 

All lines are of the same length when they are delivered, 
with the WingCommander being fully extended and the 
Power-Adjuster completely opened. Should the connecting 
points of the lines to the kite not be of the same length 
with the WingCommander being fully extended and the 
Power-Adjuster completely opened, they can be re-
adjusted to the same length by moving the knots in A. To 
do so, the connecting sling has to be opened and the knot 
is to be moved in the direction wanted. 
 

 

 

Kite Construction 
 

Structure of kite, setting up of bridle lines and securing the kite 
 
Information on the structure of kite, setting up of bridle lines and their connecting, the trim-
ming at the kite as well securing the kite to the ground is provided by the original manual of 
the kite manufacturer. 
 

Connecting kite to WingCommander 
Connecting the kite is based on the knot-sling principle. WingCommander is designed for use 
with kites with a sling-end at the pigtail and a knot-end at the tip end of the kite. 

 
To connect proceed as follows: 

1. The knot-end of the WingCommander’s flying lines is pulled through the pigtail sling 
end of the kite. 

2. Repeat that at the steering lines. Here the knot sits at the tip end of the kite. 
3. Repeat 1 and 2 at the other side of the kite. 
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Adapting WingCommander XF to different boat widths 

 
Information on correct connecting and trimming are to be found in the original manual of the 
kite on connecting the original bar. 
 

!!! Connecting WingCommander to the kite must always be 
done on land and without connection to the boat!!! 

Adapting WingCommander XF to different boat 
widths 
 
WingCommander XF can be adapted to different boat widths by changing the distance between 
tech-unit (A) and handle bar (B). Smaller boats often require a shorter distance, large boats a 
larger distance. 
 
To adapt: First open both slings of Steering lines (D,F) and remove them to the corresponding 
knot on both sides of the V-line . Then unite ends of V-line. Next open the trimming-knot of 
BPS-line (C) and adjust until Steering lines (D,F) and BPS-line (E) are equally tight. Should 
BPS-Shift line (H) be significantly sagging, it can be shortened by adjusting the knot at BPS 
releaser (I). 
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Function of One-Click-Connector and MOB-Safety 

Function of One-Click-Connector and MOB-
Safety 
 

Release of MOB Safety 

 
Releasing MOB-Safety is accomplished by pulling MOB-Leash 
until leash is completely separated from kite. 
 

 

 

 

Assembling MOB-Safety 
 

 
 
1. Pull the safety cotter pin at the small grip ball. 
2. Pull the sling end of the MOB-Leash onto the release cotter. 
3./4. Insert cotter into the Safety Encasement at the small grip ball while keeping it tight. Mind 
the accurate position of both cotter and sling. 
5.   Insert cotter until the fixing knot of the leash touches the encasement. 
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Function of One-Click-Connector and MOB-Safety 

Handling QR at the MOB-Leash 
 
Should the MOB-Leash not separate from WingCommander or boat after releasing MOB-Safety 
it can be separated by a second Quick Release at the other end of the leash. To separate pull 
release handle. 
 

 

 

Assembling Quick Release at MOB-Leash 

 
 

1. Put the sling over the safety cotter of the leash. 
2. Turn cotter and put it into the release handle. 
3. Slide release handle back over safety cotter. 

Function OC-Connector 
The One Click Connector is a connecting device designed for kiteboating to connect the Tech-
Unit of the WingCommander and Connector Ring. It is equipped with fool-proof technology 
which makes its assembly foolproof and prevents WingCommander from being used without 
active safety line. 
 

 
 

1. Hook connector ring to OCC- catch. 
2. Press connector ring with OCC-catch into the molded side plates. 
3. After its snapping into place, pull the ring firmly to check its safe lock. 
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Depowering Function 

Depowering Function 
How to power an depower your kite 
Powering and Depowering of the kite is accomplished by changing Distance between Tech-Unit 
and handle bar of the WingCommander XF. 
 

 
 

Short distance 
 =  

minimum power  
 of the kite 

Medium distance 
= 

medium power 
of the kites 

Maximum distance 
= 

maxium power 
of the kites 

Depower Adjuster 
The Depower-Adjuster allows to trim the kite without having to re-knot the kite at its bridle 
end. 
 

 

BPS System 
BPS Function 
 
With the help of the BPS-System it is possible to direkt all holding forces of the kite directly 
into the boat und thus to relieve the pilot. The BPS is controlled by the BPS-Shift line. For 
faultless operation, the BPS-Module must always be kept free from sand and other soiling. 
 
 
 
 

Depowering the kite 
= 

Pull the depower line at the red grip ball 

Powering the kite 
= 

Release the depower line 
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BPS System 

 
 
 

!! BPS locked!! 
= 

Depower is locked, powering is  
still possible. 

BPS open 
= 

kite can be powered and depowered  
freely. 

 
!!!Attention!!! 
- This mode of operation should only be used by experienced pilots 

under stable and steady winds. 
- Before any start of the kite the BPS-Shifter must be switched to 

“open” 
- Check the condition of the BPS-Line before every start. A torn line 

ought to be exchanged immediately. 

Safeguarding BPS against mishandling 
 

 
To avoid any unintended release of the BPS and resulting 
danger the BPS mode can be blocked. To do so set BPS to 
“open”. Afterwards pull the small grip ball 1 over BPS release 
and fix it with the two rubber bands behind grip ball 2. 
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Kite Emergency Release 

Kite Emergency Release 
 

 
 
 
 
1 – 5   Release at the MOB-Leash 
6 – 7   Hauling WingCommander inboard with the safety line 
8    Handing the safety line to the pilot 
9   Attaching MOB Leash 
10   Connecting WingCommander to the boat 
11 – 12  Setting the kite on the safety line 
13 – 15  Starting the kite  
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Connecting WingCommander to the boat 

Connecting WingCommander to the boat 
 
The Connector Ring included in the delivery serves as the connecting  element to the boat.  
The ring is connected to the OCC of WingCommander and to the boat. The connection to the 
boat varies with the type of boat. Together with dinghies and other monohull boats the use of 
our optimized WINGit Monohull Connectors is recommended. Together with catamarans the 
WINGit CatConnector ought to be used. Otherwise the connector ring can also be hooked to 
any solid, immovable part of the boat. To do so, a snap hook, a swivel, a shackle or soft-
shackle (not included in the delivery) should be used allowing at least 180 turns. 
For the selction of the best hooking point af WingCommander to the boat the following has to 
be observed: 

1. Can the hooking point and the extra elements used for hooking withstand forces of up 
to 450 kg? 

2. The distance between hooking point of WingCommander and lateral pressure point 
ought to be as short as possible. If possible, the hooking point ought to be in front of 
lateral pressure point. 

3. The hooking point as low in the boat as possible. 
4. The kite lines ought to run freely in the gybe over the bow. 
5. The hooking point should allow WingCommander turns of up to 180. 
6. The pilot should be guaranteed maximum freedom of movement. 
7. The pilot should take his/her place as close to the front of the boat on windward as pos-

sible. 
 

Connection to monohull boats 
 
Particularly in combination with 
small monohull boats less than 
2,20 metres wide the use of our 
Monohull Connector is recom-
mended because it allows signifi-
cantly more freedom of move-
ment, the positioning of the pilot 
closer to the front of the boat and 
thus the heeling of the boat can be 
substantially reduced. A detailed 
installation instruction is attached 
to the MonohullConnector or avail-
able for download at www.kite-
boat-systems.com 
A: Lateral Pressure Point 
B: Connector of the WingComman-
der 
C: Hooking ot a solid point 
D: Connection by the Monohull 
Connector Traveller System 
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Connecting WingCommander to the boat 

Connection to catamarans 
 
The WingCommander can be connected to catamarans at a solid hooking point , e.g. in the 
middle of the front crossbar, or by the CatConnector. The installation of CatConnector can be 
done without tools and it can be removed at any time.  A detailed installation instruction is 
attached to the CatConnector or available for download at www.kite-boat-systems.com 
 
 

 
 
!!!Should you not be aware of the bearing capacity of the connecting 

points of your boat check with the manufacturer or supplier of your 

boat concerning the applicable maximum loads!!! 

 

 Security Check 
 
!!!It is essential to check the correct and stable connection of all parts 
before you start!!! 
 

Safety Connection 
 

The safety line of WingCommander should be 
hooked to a connecting point independent of the 
connecting point of WingCommander. Thus you 
guarantee the functioning of  Safety if the con-
nection should break because of overloading. 
If the WINGit Connector System is employed its 
Safety connecting point can be used. 
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How to sail a kiteboat 

How to sail a kiteboat 
Starting the Kite 
 
To start the kite WingCommander must be hooked to the boat. Never try to start the 
kite without WingCommander being hooked to the boat. 
 

Always see to it that there is 
enough room on the lee side and 
that you do not endanger anybody 
when you start. Starting the kite 
from shore always needs a helper. 
1. The helper holds the kite. 
2. The helmsman positions the 
boat parallel to the beach with the 
pilot sitting on the windward bow. 
3. The pilot starts the kite and 
steers it into the zenith. 
4. The helmsman gets on board 
and steers the boat away from the 
beach. 
 
 
 
 

 

Tacking 
 
Changing direction of the kiteboat is always done by a jibe. 
 

 
 
1. To start the jibe position the boat slightly with the wind. 
2. Pilot changes into a central position in the boat. 
3. Pilot steers the kite into zenith and keeps it there. 
4. Helmsman steers the boat into the gybe and always keeps his/her sitting position. 
5. Pilot takes his/her position on the new windward bow. 
6. Helmsman changes position to windward bow. 
7. Pilot steers kite into power zone to take up drive. 
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How to sail a kiteboat 

Relaunching the kite from water 
 

 
 
Equal your riding a catamaran or monohull, never try to relaunch your kite from the 
middle of the wind window, because this may lead to a capesize of the boat and fatal 
injuries! If you’r not sure, whether the restart of the kite is absolutely safe, activate 
the safety system and recover the kite. Go back to the beach by paddle or engine. 
 
1.   Bring the boat to a abreas position of the kite to keep the lines tightened 
2.-4.  Let the kite drift to the edge of the wind window  
5.  Start your kite from the edge of the wind window 
6.  minimise the pull of the starting kite by following it. Depower the kite as much as you can, 
to avoid a capsize 
 
Allways try to place the bodyweight of the crew as much in front of the boat as you can, bevor 
restarting the kite!  
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Terms of Warranty 

Terms of Warranty 
 
WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb guarantees the first owner of the product that it is free from seri-
ous material or manufacturing faults. Should there be damages that are caused by material or 
manufacturing faults within the first six months after purchase, WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb will 
fix or replace as necessary the damaged part. This guarantee is a personal guarantee to the 
first puchaser. It is non-transferable and does not apply in case of renting or instructing. Guar-
antee can only be claimed if the product was registered on Internet within 7 days after pur-
chase. 
 
The product is to be registered at www.kite-boat-systems.com. 
 
After registration you will receive an e-mail or a postal letter to confirm your registration. 
 
If you want to register a claim this confirmation has to be handed in in a well-legible form to-
gether with sales receipt, name and address of supplier and date of purchase. 
 
WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb reserves all rights to decide if the claim is justified. WINGit Spor-
tartikelvertrieb reserves all rights to demand proof of the claim. Proof can be demanded in 
form of photographs that show or depict the fault/faults in detail or – if necessary – by for-
warding the faulty good to WINGit General Agency. Forwarding the product by mail requires 
prepaid postage. If WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb acknowledges the fault, we guarantee the re-
pair or replacement of faulty parts. Any further costs in connection with the faulty product will 
not be taken over by WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb. WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb does not pay 
damages for probable expenditures, loss or other damages, nor for the loss of use caused by 
the faulty product. 
 
Warranty does not include damages that: 
are caused by misuse, wrong use, negligence or normal wear and tear. This includes among 
others drillings and rigging with other than WINGit components; damages caused by over-
exposition to sunrays; damages caused by over-tightening of screws ot their inappropriate 
mounting; handling and storing; damages caused by the use of the product in wave or coast 
breakers, as well as damages caused by other material or manufacturing faults. 
 
If a WINGit product  has been repaired or modified without our express consent, any claims to 
WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb shall expire. 
 
The warranty period of repaired or replaced parts is limited to the date of the original pur-
chase. 
Before returning the faulty good, contact WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb for a return registration 
number and use that in any correspondence with WINGit Sportartikelvertrieb. Parcels without a 
clearly recognisable return registration number will not be accepted. 
 
Your contact for possible claims are your supplier or the WINGit general agency in your coun-
try. 
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Terms of Warranty 

 
 


